
YO U R  2 0 1 9  U l t i m a t e 
S u r v i va l  G u i d e  t o

SUMMER
BIKING, BEACHES, WATERFRONT DINING, SHOPPING, MUSEUMS, FESTIVALS & MORE!  

From city to shore, there are so many great 
ways to spend a summer in Rhode Island
and beyond. Fun-themed and beautifully 
designed and written, by the editors of the 
award-winning Rhode Island Monthly, your
2019 Ultimate Survival Guide to Summer 
will be the local resource for residents and 
visitors to have their best summer yet in the 
Ocean State.

This comprehensive go-to guide will offer 
advertisers the chance to get their business 
in front of thousands of people during 
the main tourism season. 

Distribution – 90,000
The Survival Guide will be distributed to visitors and residents  
in a variety of ways.

• The Survival Guide will be mailed out to 40,000 affluent subscribers with the 
 June issue of Rhode Island Monthly, and available on local newsstands

• It will be placed in all hotels across Rhode Island

• The guide will be distributed to the Durkin Cottage Realty rental properties across
 the South County area

• Copies will also be distributed at no charge, at popular tourism attractions throughout
 Rhode Island, such as the Roger Williams Park Zoo and hundreds of retail locations!

From the editors of
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“Best Bets” Profiles
These attractive formatted profiles will offer Survival Guide readers a quick resource to some 
of the best dining, shopping and entertainment in the state. Advertisers who place a third page 
ad or larger will be able to add this profile to their package at a discounted rate.

Digital Add-Ons
A digital edition of the Survival Guide will be available 
on RIMonthly.com, which receives an average of 
233,900 page views a month*. All advertisers will 
benefit from having their digital edition ad link to their 
website, if applicable. Advertisers who place a sixth 
page ad or larger will also receive additional digital 
promotions at no cost including social media, blog 
inclusions and inclusion in our interactive map. 

Ad Close: March 29, 2019
Ad Materials Due: April 3, 2019
Publication Date: mid-May 2019

The Ultimate Survival 
Guide to Summer
Advertising  Deadlines

*Monthly average visitors from Jan. 2018 to Dec. 2018.

Forget rolled ice cream, 

we’re all about the good, 

old-fashioned, homemade 

stuff a ound these parts.

GET THE  

SCOOP!
KULFI
Three Sisters, Providence

Three Sisters’ award-winning flavor, Kulfi, is made with cardamom, cinnamon and 

pistachios. This crazy, untraditional flavor will leave you wanting more (so get some!).

THAI ICED TEA

Like No Udder, Providence

The vegan hotspot, Like No Udder, continues to serve I-can’t-believe-it’s-non-dairy! ice 

cream. Their Thai Iced Tea ice cream made with coconut milk is a fan-favorite scoop. 

 

COOKIE DOUGH

Clementine’s Homemade Ice Cream, East Greenwich

Feel free to bring your dog with you when you head down to Clementine’s, just  

keep in mind that they may try to sneak a lick of your cone should you go for the 

creamery’s high-demand cookie dough flavor!

CRANBERRY JUBILEE

The Ice Cream Barn, Swansea

Enjoy a light, fresh and fruity Cranberry Jubilee cone at the Ice Cream Barn in 

Swansea. Their ice cream is as fresh as it gets; their production cows graze in the  

fields right behind the shop.

CHOCOLATE COCONUT ALMOND

Brickley’s Homemade Ice Cream, Narragansett and Wakefield

Finish your day at the beach in South County with a yummy scoop (or two) of 

Brickley’s made-from-scratch Chocolate Coconut Almond ice cream. 

PURPLE COW

Buttonwoods Creamery, Griswold, CT

Housed on a scenic farm in Connecticut, this creamery makes each of their rich, 

smooth flavors in small batches on premises. Be sure to get a taste of the Purple Cow 

(black raspberry with white chocolate chips).

PISTACHIO

Gray’s Ice Cream, Tiverton

Because they know that ice cream is good everyday, Gray’s Ice Cream is open 365 

days a year, which means you never have to miss out on their spectacular pistachio 

concoction. 

CAPPUCCINO

Nana’s Gelato, Narragansett

Locally sourced and crafted with love, Nana’s Cappuccino gelato (a.k.a. creamy Italian 

ice cream) pairs perfectly with a stroll by the ocean. YOUR 2018 ULTIMATE SURVIVAL GUIDE TO SUMMER   19      
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BEST BETS ➺

➺ S P O N S O R E D  C O N T E N T

DINING

LUXE BURGER

Luxe Burger Bar, located at 5 Memorial Boulevard in Providence, brings the classic burger to a new level. Build Your Own Burgers with over 400,000 options from 

a list that includes a choice of Wagyu beef, Gold Label Hereford beef, lean bison, chicken breast, Ahi tuna steak, vegan veggie and lean turkey with an endless array 

of buns, cheese and toppings; create your own mac ‘n’ cheese; and enjoy a hard shake right in the center of Downtown Providence, close to hotels, universities, the 

Providence Place Mall and the Providence Skating Rink at the Bank of America City Center. During the summer months, pets are welcome to join us for lunch or 

dinner on the outdoor patio.

(401) 621-LUXE (5893) | 5 MEMORIAL BLVD., PROVIDENCE, RI

WWW.LUXEBURGERBAR.COM

TAVOLO WINE BAR  
& TUSCAN GRILLE

With an amazing team of chefs and energetic on-site owners, Tavolo 

is well known for the quality of its classic Italian dishes as well as cre-

ative and exciting specials. Their extensive wine and craft beer list offers 

an unprecedented line up of craft beers and fine wines catering to all  

customers in both their Providence and Smithfield locations. The stylish 

and friendly atmosphere offers big city dining without the big city prices.  

(401) 349-4979 | 970 DOUGLAS PIKE, SMITHFIELD RI

(401) 274-6000 | 289 ATWELLS AVE., PROVIDENCE RI

WWW.TAVOLOWINEBAR.COM
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A gem in the heart of Providence’s downtown district, this former  

train station-turned-brewery is the perfect change of pace. Union Station  

Brewery offers the right mix of unfussy dining while paying careful attention 

to quality and service. Join us in the summer months for dining on the 

outdoor patio or keep us in mind for your upcoming event where we can 

accommodate up to 200 guests. Our award-winning craft beers are brewed 

right here, paired with uncommonly good classic pub fare. 

(401) 274-2739 | 36 EXCHANGE TERRACE, PROVIDENCE, RI

WWW.JOHNHARVARDS.COM/LOCATIONS/PROVIDENCE-RI/

UNION STATION BREWERY
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THE GREAT(WORK)OUTDOORS

From Downcity Outfitters
✓ YETI Rambler✓ Climbing gear✓ North Face backpackFrom Frog and Toad

✓ Sea Salt hand creamFrom Barrington Books
✓ Hiking books and maps

From Cleverhood✓ Cleverhood Rain CapeFrom Newport Jerky Company

✓ Vegan Jerky✓ Whiskey Marinated beef jerky

✓ Tick and insect repellent for dogs

From Beautiful Day Granola

✓ Ginger Zinger granola

LOCAL  PRODUCTSTO  BRING ON YOUR OUTDOORAdventure

Okay, this activity might not 
exactly help you shed any 

pounds, but it will certainly get 

your heart pumping! Skydive 

Newport is one of the most 
frequented skydive centers in 

New England due to the beautiful 

sites that can be seen as you 

rapidly descend from the clouds, 

and because the required 
training for its tandem jumps 

only takes a short ˜ive minutes. 

Once training is complete and 

you’ve fully ascended, you can 

expect to leap out of the plane 

and fall at 120 mph for forty 
seconds before gently ˜loating 

via parachute for the remaining 

5,000 feet until touchdown. 
Newport. 

OTHER SKY HIGH ADVENTURES: 
Block Island Parasail and Watersports in Block Island; Island Style Parasail in Newport.

MORE NOTEWORTH TRAILS: 
Neutaconkanut Hill in Providence; Ben Utter Trail / Stepstone Falls in Exeter; 

Snake Den in Johnston; Sachuest Point in Middletown; Wolf Hill Forrest 

Preservation in Smith˜ield. 

People who love to hike usually 

look for two things in a relaxing 

trail: scenic views and plenty of 
space to keep the fun times 

rolling. Big River Trail might be 

the best combination of these 
two aspects in all of Rhode 

Island. Though river is in the 

name, this eighteen-mile path 
mostly surrounds a lake, 

occasionally branching o°  into 
the forest where you’ll ˜ind 

meadows, tributaries and delicate 
waterfalls. This trail is often 

heavily populated but can be 

confusing at times, so it’s best to 

bring a GPS or map to help you 

stay on track. West Greenwich. 
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DOWNCITYOUTFITTERS.COM; FROGANDTOADSTORE.COM; BARRINGTONBOOKS.COM; CLEVERHOOD.COM; NEWPORTJERKYCOMPANY.COM; BEAUTIFULDAYRI.ORG
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THE DUCK AND BUNNY

If you’re looking for a brunch to satisfy your sweet 

tooth paired with an elegant, dollhouse-style ambi-

ance, then look no further than Providence’s one and 

only snuggery. While known for their crepes and cock-

tails, the Duck and Bunny also o  ̃ers a variety of other 

brunchy comforts including a dazzling array of salads, 

desserts, wines, beers and even cigars  — perfect for a 

slow summer morning shared with great company. 

Providence.

CALEB AND BROAD

Named after the two bustling Newport streets on 

which it sits, Caleb and Broad features an industrial, 

pop-art-meets-gra° iti-themed interior and a scenic out-

door seating area. Either choice makes for a relaxed 

brunch setting where you and your Sunday Funday 

crowd can munch on specialties like breakfast bowls, 

pork bennys, baked French pretzels, veggie frittatas 

and chicken and biscuits. Newport.

THE TREEHOUSE TAVERN

Sunday brunch can sometimes turn into an elegant 

and stu  ̃y a  ̃air, so it can be nice to branch out some-

times with something a bit more casual: Enter the 

Treehouse Tavern and Bistro, where woodsy, rustic 

decor creates a uniquely New England vibe that’s 

tough to ˛ind outside of Vermont or Maine. Try the 

wood-smoked salmon over Nicoise salad for a 

healthy treat, or indulge in the bread pudding French 

toast. Either way, it’ll pair excellently with a house-

made mimosa or a breakfast martini. Warwick.

THE BOAT HOUSE

Narragansett and Newport are Rhody’s best-known 

beach towns (for good reason), but lesser known Tiver-

ton has plenty of breathtaking water views itself, and 

there’s no better way to soak them in than during 

brunch at the Boat House. The menu is long and wide, 

so visitors can pick their poison and sink their teeth 

into the unique Portuguese-baked eggs, re˛ine their 

palate with the coriander-crusted sword˛ish or enjoy a 

simple seasonal omelet. Tiverton.

THE CLARKE COOK HOUSE

Is it a restaurant with lodging or a hotel with dining? 

Either way, the Clarke Cooke House is universally 

EARLY FOODIE 

GETS THE GOODIE

WAFFLES
Move over pancakes and 

IHOP, there’s a new 

batter-based breakfast item 

that’s poised to take the RI 

culinary scene by storm. Both 

sweet and savory, Liege 

waffl es are made with thick 

dough and pearl sugars and 

then yeast risen for a dense 

yet fl uffy look. Grab a stack at 

one of the Bergundian: 

Coffee and Waffl e’s pop up 

locations (be sure to follow 

them on Facebook for details) 

or check out the brand-new 

Waffl e in Providence.

DOUGHNUTS
How could we not pay 

homage to the quick-hit treat 

that basically took over 

Instagram last year? Head to 

either PVDonuts or Knead in 

Providence for brioche-like 

goodness, Four Corners in 

Warwick for an out of-the-box 

(or rather, box-like) take, or 

Allie’s Donuts in North 

Kingstown to experience an 

iconic Rhode Island delicacy/

institution.

BAGELS
Gourmet bagels of the 

hand-rolled and boiled variety 

paired with artisan cream 

cheese spreads are another 

hole-in-one for local foodies. 

Jump on the trend and stop by 

newbie-but-goodie Rebelle 

Artisan Bagels in 

Providence or take a trip to 

the classic-yet-fantastic New 

York Bagel in Fall River, 

Massachusetts.

hailed as a gourmet food focal point in Rhode Island 

thanks to executive chef Ted Gidly who just recently re-

turned from the world-renowned French Laundry to 

prepare for another bustling summer. Be sure to test 

Gidly’s cooking with dishes like the eggs Strasbourg, or 

stick to classics like the johnnycake. Newport.

ATHENA’S

Traditional diner-style brunches seem to be going out 

of style with the rise in fancy morning eateries, but 

Athena’s is a local favorite for their tenacity in sticking to 

tried-and-true classics. Located in a green, barn-like 

building just over the Cranston border, Athena’s is the 

perfect place for a leisurely morning enjoyed with 

cheap eats, priceless ˛lavors and a relaxing cup o’ Joe. 

Cranston.

DANTE’S KITCHEN

With dishes like pulled pork hash, biscuits, banana and 

Nutella-stu  ̃ed French toast and fried chicken and waf-

˛les, Dante’s Kitchen is how the Northeast does south-

ern comfort. The menu clearly stands out from what 

you’ll ˛ind at most other breakfast joints around here, 

and the urban-loft digs make for a pretty cool experi-

ence. East Greenwich.

Be it a late breakfast, an early 

lunch or both, start your day 

sunny-side up at one of these 

versatile establishments.

THE BEST OF THE

BRUNCH

Don’t Miss
these other brunch spots

Julian’s

Providence

Bluebird Cafe

Wake˜ield
Tumblesalts Cafe

North Providence
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